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BIG PEP RALLY!
Be on hand to cheer the Wooster Scots
on to victory over Bowling Green at the
pep rally to be staged behind Hygeia, tomor-ronight at 7.

V
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G2EAT SUCCESS!
Over 300 person attended the nc
ng last Sunday. Senate president,
Jerry Stryker, acclaimed. the sing m great
success. Don't fail to mala a data for. Sua
day at 7 on the library steps.
all-colle-
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By STAN COATES

THURSDAY, Sept. 18 Secretary
of Navy Knox states that navy con
voying started at dawn Tuesday , .
Nazi troops cut off Crimea.
FRIDAY Nazis take Kiev, key to
Ukraine . . . U. S. mock war con
.--

tinues.

SATURDAY Germans bomb LenT
ingrad and Moscow . . . Russians
battle desperately around Kiev
President Roosevelt signs three and
f
billion dollar tax bilU
SUNDAY Bulgaria may enter war
against Russia
Vichy imitates
Nazis in executions to halt
one-hal-

...

anti-Na-

zi

sabotage.

MONDAY Germans push on in
Ukraine; Russians continue counter
attack in west; stalemate around Len
ingrad.
TUESDAY Nazis and Reds both
claim to have exacted heavy toll from
enemy . . . At launching of new 35,
.000 ton battleship Massachusetts, Knox
demands repeal of Neutrality Act . ,
Fifty Jews executed in Berlin. "
WEDNESDAY
Violent hurri-canrages over Texas . . . Mexican
army fires on labor marchers
F. D. R. considers arming supply
e

k

,

ships.

WHY? On Sept. 16 the U. S.
navy was given orders to convoy, and
shoot first. On Sept. 19 the American-owne- d
vessel Pink Star was, sunk. The
State Department did not release this
information until late Sept. 22. Why?
EXPENSIVE
The new tax law,
largest in our history, will raise about
three and one-hal- f
billions. The Pres
ident recently requested six billions for
lend-leas- e
supplies alone. With ordin
ary government expenditures, present
indications are that we shall run a
twelve billion dollar deficit for the
next fiscal year.

Groups Request
Stories of Jobs
The Wooster student who had the
most interesting work experience this
past summer can win a
set. Here's how. Just write the story,
not to exceed 300 words in length, and
submit it in a contest which is being
cil

sponsored bytheWposter Voice, jhe
Wooster Alumni Association and the
College News Service.
today and closes
. The contest opens
Oct. 3. All contestants are to mail
their letters or. take them to Galpin
hall, the office of Prof. John D. Mc-Kethe college business manager and
director of alumni relations.
Prof. McKee believes that Wooster
students, many of them employed in
defense industries this past summer,
have had experiences which would be
-- of -- interest -- to Wooster alumni and to
the readers of he Voice.
The winning letter, as well as several
given honorable mention, will . b e
printed. Both the Voice and Alumni
Bulletin plan to print the winning letters and others of merit. The News
Service will use the best letters for
home town stories. .
Judges will be selected from the
.
faculty by Prof. McKee. They will
meet Saturday, Oct. 4, to select the
winner. The results of the contest will
be printed in the Voice for Oct. 10.
e,

Enrollment Shows
140 Music Students

.

-

.

" Registration figures from the music
department show approximately 140
students have enrolled at the Conservatory, as compared to the 173 students at the opening of school last

At 1st

Week-en- d

r

Many Graduates Continue

anniversary of the
founding of the College of Wooster
will be observed by a birthday program
on the campus from Thursday through
Sunday, Oct. 16 to, 19. The 23rd
Homecoming will be held in connec
tion with the anniversary, and one dis
tinguishing feature of the program
wiU be a series of educational forums.
To the opening commemoration
and to the dinner to be held Thurs
day, Oct. 16, are invited all descend'
ants of the founding families, that isi
present members of the group making
up the first board of trustees, faculty,
and student body.
Anniversary Features Forums
Forums on Friday and Saturday will
.
emphasize the main division of educa
tion; the humanities, the physical sci
ences, and the social sciences.
"The Old School" is the play which
will have its opening night in Scott
Auditorium on Thursday. The play
wright is Dr. Fred Eastman, '08, of
the Chicago Theological Seminary, the
new president of the Alumni Associa

Many members of the class of '41
secured positions, and
almost as many more are doing ad'
vanced work in graduate schools. According to a recent survey made in the
Alumni Office, over 10 women in the
class have enrolled in nurses training
schools, and over 20 men have either
been drafted or have .enlisted in
their country's armed forces.'

All-Colle-
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Studies; Women Favor
Nursing, Teaching Jobs

Seventy-fift- h
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FRANKIE REYNOLDS

All-Colle-

nasium.
4,
Case Plays

ge
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For Homecoming
Saturday - afternoon - Case, - from
Cleveland, will play the Scots in the
39th consecutive football game be
tween the two institutions. After the
game the Alumni
will be
held in Babcock lounge, followed by
an' informal dinner for alumni in
lower Babcock. In the evening an
alumni dance will be held in the gym
-

er

get-togeth-

all-colle-

ge

in

New York state during the summer
season.

Frankie took over the former Larry
Grayson orchestra last June and took
the band to Lake Conesus, N. Y., for
an engagement .which lasted all sum
Frankie is the brother of the nationally known band leader; Tommy
Reynolds, whose band hasttslaved such
places as the Famous Door, Manhat
tan Beach, Paramount Theatre,- - and
the Hotel. New York in New York
City. Frankie plays clarinet, tenor sax,
and sings.
clayed
The band has
three hiehlv
successful encasements at Summit
Beach Park, Akron since their return
from New York State.
-

President Charles F. Wishart will
be the preacher at the usual Sunday
Homecoming service. In the afternoon
President and Mrs. Wishart wiU receive alumni and friends of the college
Dr. Fred Eastman's "T h e Old
from four until six o'clock. The last
chosen for this year's HomeSchool",
event will, be a concert in the chapel
will be presented in Scott
coming
play,
Sunday evening by Robert Hill, '31,
auditorium
on Oct. 17, 18, and 20.
and Genevieve Rowe Hill, '30.
DrDelbert G. Lean will . direct the
production, although Mr. Eastman will
be here tomorrow to observe rehearsals
end make necessary changes. Dr.
Eastman who wrote "The Old School"
especially for this Homecoming week
end, plans also to be here for the
Freshman men will be the guests of actual presentation.
Kenarden lodge on Oct. 24 when the
'The Old School" is essentially a
Open House' will take
place. The Men's Self Government As- - college play. The plot centers around
the conflict between the conservative
sociation set the date last Mondav
night at their initial meeting of the element of a small college and a
group who wish it to be modernized.
year.
The
radical viewpoint is upheld mainThe Open-Hous- e
was scheduled in
ly by a young college professor, Mr.
order to acquaint the freshman men
Carey, played by John Bathgate. The
with members of all the sections, and
actual question involved is whether the
to introduce to them the section systrustees of the institution will vote on
tem.
r
a new plan proposed by the vouns
The self government group, headed teacher, or whether they will
stand by
by Bob Hayes, appointed Les Thomas, the old
traditions and views that the
Bill Bailey, and Eugene Beem to re- college has upheld
since its begin
vise the old M. S. G. A. constitu- ning. Students
come into the picture
tion.
through the executive council of the
The examination of restrictions and Students.
length of "'Kenarden Week" was
The part of the college president is
placed in the hands of a committee played
by Walter Krumm. John Stalk
which includes: Bill Bailey, Bob Cope,
er takes the part of Ted Patton, the
Hal Streeper, and Bill Devitt.
president's son, who, after graduation
The M.S.G.A. set the first Wednes
from college becomes a disgrace to his
day of every month as their regular
family by landing in jail.
meeting date.
Other characters inthe production
are: Mrs. Patton, " Martha Childress
College Purchases'Lahd
Mrs. U Conner, Clarice Miraldi; MrT
Herbert Rogers; George, Jack
For Extending Facilities Kahle,
Mellin; Bob, Ray Gilman; Mr. Grey,
Douglas Zook; Major Daniels. Fos
The three acre tractof land lying
ter Lewis; Myrtle, Virginia Lee: Sarah.
between Douglass hall and Kenarden
Phemia Heymans; Jane, Jane Men- lodge, recently purchased by the Colold; and Fiss Gleason, Lois Clowes.
lege from the late Frank H. DeWitt,
will be used exclusively for extension
of men's - facilities - on the - campus,
W.S.G.A;?
business manager John D. McKee has

Author Attends

Play Rehearsal

Kenarden Receives
Freshman Guests

en
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Helps Women"

In Dormitories Organize

During the past week the W. S.
G. A. has been busy engineering the
elections and appointments of the
house presidents

of women's dorms.

The freshman presidents
pointed, while the upper

were apclass girls

College Anticipates

$400,000 as Share
Of Babcock Estate

Holden Annex, Pat Marker.

Students Discuss, Vote on
Suggestions to Eliminate

Senate Decides
Year's Schedule

Nomination Uncertainties

The schedule of events for the
school year as approved by the Senate
Wooster's fiscal year which closed are as follows:
June 30, 1941, shows definite financial Election of freshman Student Senate
progress by the college, according to
members?
Oct.
statements released by the College of Election of
freshman class office
Wooster. It is expected that apOct. 20-2proximately four hundred thousand
Migration DayOct. 25, Muskingum,
dollars will come to the college upon
Hallowe'en
Party Oct. 31.
the distribution of the estate of the
late Birt E. Babcock.
Final date for submission of Gum
Shoe Hop scripts Dec. 3.
the
During
year the library endow

At si special meeting Tuesday evening, the Student Senate recommended for adoption two amendments,
which it is hoped will clear up the
muddle which for a long rime has
surrounded all student elections on
the campus.
The chapel period on Tuesday,
Sept. 30, will be devoted to a meeting
of the student body for a discussion
and a vote on these measures.
of the students must approve
Student Senate elections (all classes)
the proposals before they can be
Dec.
r
written into the constitution.
Christmas Formal Dec. 18.
The first amendment, if passed, will
The Gum Shoe Hop Feb. 19, 20, 21 bring to an end the annoying oncer- - '
(matinee)
tainty and vagueness which has preFinal date for submission of Color vailed concerning the obtaining and
.Day scenarios Mar. 3.
fulfilling of petition of nomination
forms as well as the date of balloting.
Election of May Queen Mar.
Amendment two, if adopted, will reThe Spring Formal Apr. 17.
turn to the Men's Self Government
Color Day May 16. .
Association the handling of its owri
Student Senate elections (all classes)
13-1- 7.

4.

,

Two-thir- ds

ment fund produced approximately
136,000 after deducting campaign expenses. The estate of the late Mrs.
Netta Strain Scott added about
0
to capital funds.
The estate of the late Edgar M.
Wilson contributed 30,000 for scholarship purposes. From the estate of
the late Mrs. John C. Boyd about
Jim Campbell, student, Mass. Institute 10,000, was received. The estate of
Mrs. Sophia C. Schaible contributed
of Technology.
about 2,000.
elections.
.
r
William Cox, student, Union TheMay
New funds from all sources are
Senate
makes
The
the urgent re-ological seminary; Lee Culp, stationed
258,579 for the year. Gifts for oper- Election of President of Student Sen
which
the Voice supports with
quest,
with the U. S. Marines in Quantico, ating expenses total approximately
ateMay
equal urgency, that the student body
17,000.
Election of class officers May
Va.; Carl Cummings, Proctor and
examine these propositions critically.
- Bequests expected
materialize
to
in
Gamble, Cincinnati; Warren DeBolt,
It is the student who will be directly
Goodyear Tire 6i Rubber Co., Akron; the future include that of 50,000
affected by them. The Senate solicits
from the estate of the late Miss Ger- Well-know- n
Alex Drysdale, U. S. Air Corp.
their questions and honest criticisms.
Carl Frechtling, Nevillite operator, trude Gingrich. There is also the disThe proposed amendments are as folWill
The - Neville , Co.rPittsburgh; Fred tribution of the estate of the late Birt
lows:
,
8-1- 2.

40,-00-

.

16-2-

--

0.

--

'

'

'

4-- 8.

11-1- 5.

George, Wooster Rubber Co.; Doane
Gero, graduate student, Harvard uni
versity; Carl Gonzalez, Timk'en Roller
Bearing Co., Canton; Stan ' Good,
assistant in geology, Washington U,
St. Louis, Mo.; Don Grove, graduate
student, M.I.T.; Charles Herring, field
auditor, General Electric, Erie, Pa.;
Fred Harrington, bookkeeper, Miami,
Fla.; John Hess, student, Boston Uni
versity School of Theology..,
"Pudge" Hole, U. S. Marines;
Byron Hurlbut, studying meterology,
(Continued on Page 4)

400,000.

Co-o-

By careful budget control throughout the entire institution the operating
program of the college was conducted
during the past year with a small
deficit, about one thousand dollars.
During 1940-lLth- e
college has made
the best financial showing in a ten
year period.
--

Eskimo Woman
Talks on Arctic

Anauta of the Northern Lights, the
only Eskimo woman on the American
platform, will-b- e
speaker
Wednesday
glimpses
morning,
giving
John Bruere, dean of men. calls
the attention of all students to the of her Arctic life and adventure.
Born at the northern tip of Baffin
following sections of the traffic code:
Island
400 miles from the North
Section 48:. Where usable walks or
Pole
and
raised as a nonvdic Eskimo
paths parallel the street or highway,
Anauta
came to this country by a
pedestrians shall not walk in, along, or
vehicular-traveleamazing
series of adventures.
upon the
d
portion of most
After
adopting
Scotch
such street or highway."
a new-borbaby
when
its
died in the far
mother
'Section "49: No person while in
the roadway outside of a safety zone north and seeing her husband and the
shall solicit a ride from the driver of baby's father perish when their canoe
capsized in Hudson Bay,' she was per
any motor vehicle."
by the captain of a trading
suaded
By reason of a recent narrowly-e- s
vessel
to bring the orphaned baby to
caped accident involving students trygrandparents
its
in St. Johns, Newing to hitch a ride, the Colleee will
with her own two
foundland
along
cooperate with the local authorities in
girls.
little
enforcing these regulations. In the
words of a recent communication re
Anauta, now an American citizen,
ceived by the College from the local and her three daughters are said to be
Department of Police, students are en the only natives from Baffin Island
couraged to: ."spend more time to and who live in this country.
from town and less in eternity."
"Americans hurry too much," says
small energetic Anauta. "They hurry
when they have no place to go or
nothing to do." The Eskimo philos
ophy is one which Anauta feels could
be practiced here to a good advantage.
"Yesterday is done with, today is a
The Lending Library of Art, es fresh, new one, so never try to bring
tablished as a memorial by the Class of left-ovunpleasantness into it."
128, is now open to all students interested in securing framed pictures for
.the-chap-

el

.

n

,

Art Library Loans

Works to Students

er

their

cents
select one picture now, and at
exchange it for another.
Choose your favorites from the collection of 125 pictures including repro
ductions, lithographs, oils, and land
scapes by both old and modern mas
ters. The pictures are on exhibition
at the Art Gallery, second floor, Taylor hall.
Throughout the year the depart
ment will have exhibitions once a
month. For two weeks in October the
department hopes to have a photographers' exhibition and sale of 16th
and 17th century arts and prints,
crafts, native arts, and old maps from
the International Art Exhibits, Step
ney Depot, Conn.
oomsrFor-5- 0

ster,

a-seme-

mid-semest- er,

'

.

Students Apply for Honors
i

Juniors and seniors who wish to
work for. Departmental Honors must
apply for admission to the Committee
on Honors by Wednesday, Oct. 1. Ap
plications must be in writing and en
dorsed by the applicants' chosen ad
visers. Miss Rebecca Thayer is chair' V
man of the committee.

2

Artists
Perform;Here
p
In
Concert

E.Babcock,'94V whichamountstb

Bruere Insists on
Traffic Regulations

were elected to office.

The presidents are as follows: listed
with their respective dorms: Hoover,
Margaret Rath; Westminster, Margar
et Croft; Colonial, Laura Steigner;
Korner, Janis Howe; Miller, Sadie
Eveleigh;
Adams,
Marge Mills:
White's, Mary V. Miller; Crandell's,
Ruth Guille; Babcock, Louise Stew
art; Holden, Mary Jane Benson;- - and

Number 2

,

18-2-

nasium.

AU-Kenard-

I

Jim Allardice is a member of the
staff of the Canton Repository, while
Midst a "Welcome Freshie" theme,
dancers will trip the light fantastic Reid Blocher is with the cost account
to the music of Frankie Reynolds, ing dept., Buckeye Cotton Oil Co.,
from 8 tq, 11 p.m., at the
Montgomery, Ala.; Robert Bordner,
dance, Saturday night, in the gymnas
private, in U. S. Army, Wichita Falls,
ium. The admission will be 50 cents.
The orchestra, formerly that of Larry Texas; Robert Brown, chemist, Phil
lips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla.;
Grayson, had considerable success

mer.

Friday evening an
din
ner will be held in Severance gym

r

Student Senate Proposes
Two Major Amendments

Military Service
Claims Several
Members of '41

All-Colle- ge

her

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1941

Forum,
Dance
Play and Football Game
Form Part of Program

.
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WOOSTER, QHIO

Reynolds Plays

fall.
Included in this number are post
graduates, Donna Jean Gault and
Howard Smith. They are both Woos- ter residents, who Lave received their
Bachelor of Music degrees, Miss Gault
in piano and Mr. Smith in clarinet.
They are completing courses in Pub- announced.
lic School Music.
Final plans for the purchase were
In addition to this number there are
completed during the summer, and
15 preparatory students from the high
already the green house has been disschool.
:
mantled. The residence, which was included in the transaction, will, in all
Fortnightly Club Convenes probability, be torn down sometime in
1942, leaving the entire grounds free
the building of additional playing
for
Fortnightly club, under the leader-- ,
field,
dormitories, etc.
ship of Mr. and Mrs. N. O. Rowe, facThe acquisition of this land com
ulty advisers, and Charles Summers,
club president, plan to meet sometime pletes the ownership of college land
this week in order to set up the pro- on the north side of the campus.
gram for the year. The other officers ormerly the land was surrounded by
land.
include: Virginia Witzler, vice president; Barbara Hogg, secretary; and
Mr. McKee stated that the purchase
Jim Bean, treasurer. This club plans culminated a long period of planning,
to be one of the busiest on the campus and constitutes a decided extension to
r
this year.
Wooster's' growing campus.
i

"

-
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Dunham Opens Sunday
Forum Season Sept. 28

The Wooster Federation of Music,
this year with a membership of 900
students and townspeople, will again
provide for the Wooster campus a
series of five musical programs for the
1941-4- 2
season. Through the Columbia
Artists Association three artist performances have been arranged, while
two concerts will be given by the Wooster Symphony orchestra.

"

.

-

-j--

'

-1

Amendment 1. All elections within
the jurisdiction of the Student Senate
shall be conducted as follows:
(a) On the Monday preceding the
election week as designated by the
Student Senate (under Article IV,
Section 2 (a) of the Constitution)
petition of nomination forms may be
obtained from the elections chairman
of the Student Senate.
(b) Each petition of nomination
for each office must contain the
names of at least
h
of the
eligible voters. No person may sign
more than one petition for a single
office. The nominee must express on
the petition form his willingness to ac
cept the nomination.
(c) All petitions must be returned
to the Student Senate elections chair
man by 10 a.m. on the Monday of
one-sixt-

Opening this year's music season
will be Rose Bampton, Metropolitan
soprano, who will lmpear Wednesday,
Oct. 29. The first symphony orchestra
concert will beDec; 10. On Jan. 12
the Federation will present Mieczyslaw
Munz, pianist, and on' Mar. 5, the
Busch String quartet. The series will
close with a second symphony conelection week.
cert Apr. 22.
(d) If a primary balloting is neces
Season tickets are yet on sale 'at
Hoover cottage for new students and sary, it shal be held in the Senate
professors not previously contacted, room in Kauke hall on the Tuesday of
and for those who failed to get tickets election week, from 8:30 aon. to 4:30
during the spring membership drive. p.m. The final ballot shall contain the
Student tickets are 2.50, with a names of two persons for each office.
(e) Announcement of nominations
special rate of 2 for orchestra members, and 3.50 for adults. There will shall be made in the Voice on the
be no single admission tickets sold Thursday of election week.
for any of the concerts. '
(f) Final balloting shall be held
in the Senate room in Kauke hdll on
the Friday of election week from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 pjxx.
Amendment 2. The Student; Senate
shall have jurisdiction over the following elections and over no others:
For the traditional
Woo
Student Senate, class officers, and
ter Scots will gather at the rock in May Queen.
front of the chaptel October 3. Starting at 5:30 p.m. they will form in two
Wooster
lines, men in one and women in the NYA
other, to walk in couples to Highland
Gets
Roll Cut
Park.
To keep the walkout lively and cirThis year the government has cut
culating, the men, at a whistle signal,
the N.YA. pay roll at Wooster 300
will move up five girls to a new partper month. The monthly payroll now
ner. Then, in a few minutes, the
received amounts to 1020. This will
whistle blows again and everyone
employ 85 men, compared to 100 men
cjxangeswallung buddies anew. Upon
year, ar 12 petrmonthr
reaching Highland the changing of flast
.Wooster's N.YA. program is set
couples is forgotten for a picnic supup on the 40 hour month basis. No
per served by Miss F. C Little, director
student is to work more than eight
of dorms.
hours in one day nor more than 30
The walkout has been planned and
of the 40 hours in one week.
arranged by the Big Four and Student
Time slips must be kept accur
Senate.
ately and this year there must be
no delays in getting the slips properly
YWCA Entertains Frosh rned. The slips must go in with the
master time sheet. Delay of one card
will
hold up pay checks for all stuThe upperclass Y. W. C A. will
dents.
4
hold an informal mixer and popcorn
party for all freshman girls Wednesday, Oct. 4, at 6:45 p jn. in Babcock First Bonfire Burns Friday
"

--

Scots Plan For

Fall 'WalkOut'
walk-ou-

t,

ai

Pay

it

Sunday Evening Forum, meeting
Sept. 28, at 7 p.m. in Scott auditor
ium, will start the year with an interesting series reviewing the war and
resultant world situation. Prof. Aileen
Dunham, head of the history depart
ment, wil begin by presenting 1m
historian's viewpoint and will summarize the world shaking events of the
past summer .
Leaders of the following meetings
will present their discussions fronva,-- .
nous angles. One aproach will be basement.
based on the economic outcome, an
Plans for the new freshman Y. W.
other will show war's influence on re- C. A. will be completed. All freshman
ligion, and the final discussion in this and upperclass women
are urged to atseries will demonstrate the part that tend.
science has played in the present world
Since the Observatory is now being
conflict.
transformed into new student union
Bob Dunlap, president of the For building, the Y. W. C A. has had to
um and of Big Four, promises that findnew quarters for the tea house.
these will be lively and interesting dis
The
Bennett house
cussions. Sunday Evening Forum is next to Holden has been chosen as the
open to all students, and a special site. The tea house willoccupy the
welcome is extended to the freshmen. first floor. Tentative plans are being
Meetings will close promptly at 8 made for its improvement, but have
p.m.
not been completed.
college-owne-

,

...

d

---- --

.
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With the Student Senate furnishing
the truck, the freshmen gathering the
timber, and the sophomores attempt
ing to start the conflagration before
time, the first victory bonfire will take
place behind Hygeia hall tomorrow
night at 7.
. The band, coaches, two minute
speeches, songs, cheers, and Prexy will
all contribute to the program. Fresh
man assistants to director Bill LeFevre
is Paul Weimer, who will lead the
freshmen in the
and
guarding" processes.
rood-gatherin- g

--

,

Tc--
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The other day, 'it beamed to ut
that despite the recent maturation of
the art of propaganda the mills have
yet to turn out a smash phrase which
would serve to bring the slackers into
line and give heart to the true in this,
our epoch struggle for
tion. Americans have a fine heritage
of eloquence in time of stress. It
would be indeed deplorable if the
hard, nf th f,.H,r wor. fnrrpj M
record as a shibboleth of our time,
the spiritual stimulant, the cure for
tired hearts, the bringer of lumps in
the throat, the product of all the
propagandists labor, the words which
bear the seal of the government and
the love of the people . . . "Keep Em
Flying". Too long have Americans
heard senators saying, "Give me lib- erty or give me death", "Don't give
up the ship", "Lafayette, we are here"
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At,

walked;
They met in the. middle of nowhere;
They sat on a dreadnaught and talked.
Once they were flesh
And now they are bronze.
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Dances

Few realize the amount of time the Student
Senate spends each year in planning a social
program for the student body. Nothing is more
discouraging than to plan for many and then
have only a few turn out.

Saturday evening the Senate is sponsoring
the first all college dance of the fall season.
A fine orchestra has been signed, decorations
have been planned, and the admission price is
nominal, in fact so reduced that no student is
prohibited from attending.

.

The students are always clamoring; for more
now since we have some
thing we want, we should support it. Those
students that are indifferent only spoil the
program for the rest of the students, since
without adequate support the dances cannot be
social functions, and

so-ci- al

continued.

1

The recent .Student Senate action tft clari'
' fying the perennial election" tangle is a long
"puTlhe right direction. Under the new set"
up, which is to be placed before the student
body in a special ballot Tuesday, Sept. 30,
petitions signed by oncsixth of all eligible
voters will be required before any candidate
can qualify for office.
The inefficiency of the present system is ob'
vious. People unsuited for office can readily ac'
quire nomination. Votes are divided among
so many candidates that no one can claim
anything remotely resembling a majority.
If the new amendment is approved fewer
persons will be .nominated, and some fore'
thought will be giventp their fhpjce. Confu'
sion, uncertainty and random choice will be
eliminated. Most students have no precox
ceived notion as to their candidate. Often they
write down the first name which enters their
thoughts, and then leave hastily by the nearest
exit If indeed they bother to vote at all.
The transfer of voting to the Seriate room is
also commendable. If a 6tudent is really inter'
ested in college affairs, and desires efficient gov
ernment, it can not trouble him too much to
visit, the polls. Balloting in chapel is often
quit? little more than a farce.

We endorse these changes enthusiastically
and trust that they will meet with approval in
next week! election.

Z

..

nearly always inconveniently spaced.
The nature of these ordeals depends
largely Upon the circumstances
whether the outfit is on a problem
.during maneuvers, in a bivouac area,
or stationed at a base camp. The rains
come and the sun shines at the wrong
time. The soldier works harder on this
"day off" than when he's following
a rigid drill schedule.
The good soldier is carefree and
cheerful. The rest of us are merely
T:arefreerThe train of thought varies
with the length of service. While in
thCembrybnic" stage thesoldieris"
constantly upset by
e
rumors.
Rumors are the life blood of an army
camp. Any order is immediately labeled "the latest latrine-o-gramand
your last order is your first.
As we spend more time away from
civilian life, the conversation turns to
"I had a girl back home" and how
he has only ten near camp. The third
stage is the saturation point complete disgust. Nothing is right, and
all is wrong. Tne soldier adopts the
attitude, "if I could only run this
"
army for a

.

Labor

.inr

open-hous- e

--

.

So goes

today's
effect on the" future is toogreat"to" hen
added now. Life at home has gone on
while, for the soldier, it has remained
at a standstill and is liable to become "
stagnant. This fact will affect his future to a large extent. Upon return
to normal life, the soldier will introduce new attitudes and new ideas, and
will, I believe, promote a new philostotal

outcome

o f

ophy which has already been
This will effect his friends.
cards may be on the table,
hole card is wild. I predict an
game with the stakes high.
'

created.
AH the
but the
exciting"

(To be Continued)

,

Stephen Leacock warns against joking about death. He recalls an
when, after joking about the death of P. B. Bliss and spouse, he'
was approached by an elderly gentleman who remarked that he had known
B';V and Mrs. B., and that the unfortunate pair had suffered a, terrible
death. "With that," he writes, "all the comicality of the poem was lost in
the horror of the reality, Again I realized' that one cannot joke with death.
For some time after I couldn't refer even to the death of Rameses of, Egypt,"
except to say, 'I see poor Rameses is gone'."

week-end-

.

.

A spirit of meditation pervaded the atmos'
phere with good music and candlelight heightening the first program's success.
See you

next week!

Light Thoughts '
In a Dark World
By "PETE" GRUBER

A bull session is in progress. The man to
your left says, "You know I heard a funny
thing the other day!" He then proceeds to
relate either an anecote which I cannot put
forth in print, or he narrates some interesting,
curious, new or original fact or story. But
99 of the time (we are excluding anecdotes)
the subsequent tale is not funny. Then why
preface it with the false adjective 'funny'?
The custom ought not to become tradition.

Dear Editor:
scale and want to know how many
There' has been much discussion students are interested. Papers will be
about coed eating at Wooster, and we posted in several dormitories Friday;
think something should be done.
so that students may sign if they are
We believe eating together would interested in the experiment.
increase congeniality between the sexSincerely yours,
es. There is no place provided for boys
Lois Wilson, Eleeta Brown, John
to meet girls on a purely friendly
Bathgate,
Phil Hoffman.
basis. We aren't supposed to talk in
I have a theory concerning this phenomenon
classes, and we seldom stop to get acwhich I believe contains no little, truth. The"
quainted on campus. . The Student Dear Editor:
cause of this strange linguistic treason to the
Union is a step toward improving this
It seems to me that a little bit of
King's English can be traced to that typically
situation, but that is still in the future. clear thinking is in order. I .quote
American institution the 'Funny Papers'. Most '
The time is now.
from your last editorial. "Even those '
.
;'
We desire coed eating because it persons who are not in complete acof the participants in present day college bull
offers an opportunity to be at ease cord with our stated war policy must
sessions were introduced to the world of the
with people. At meals one needn't fear acknowledge the fact that it was not
new and original by way of the 'funnies'; and
embarrassing silences. Eating is a good a victory for democracy when freedom
it soon becomes apparent that they have not
of speech was denied Lindbergh."'
excuse for silence, and one can
outgrown, the childish frame which character- start prophesying about the des- - When, may T ask, was freedom of
sert if one desires to talk and can't speech denied Lindbergh? Since when
i?ed their early world experience.
begin.
has freedom of speech come to mean
Now, far be it from me to urge my fellow
Objections arise because of the for- enforcement of hearing? Is the Oklastudents
to forget the beginnings of our literary
mality people thtnk accompanies this homa City Council required to open '
arrangement. Boys think they could its doors to an individual to whom it
education, "our first iicrbts m fancy; but. I do
I hot eat so much. but they should see doesn't care to listen? Was Lindbergh
- believe that we should have seen, by now,,
some of the girls when they are really not' allowed to deliver his speech in
enough brighter skies that we can See the world
hungry, and girls generally, appreciate another building in that same city?
other than as a 'funny' phenomenon,
...
a hearty appetite.
Has he not been able to speak, at will '
Some complain they would have to to persons who themselves consented
To clinch my point, that this carelessness in
eat more carefully. We don't think it to hear him? He nas not been carted '
speech is to be deplored and ought to be abolany, hardship to learn about decent off to a concentration camp as he
ished, allow me the privilege of this one ex- would have been if, in Germany, he
table manners, which doesn't
ample. The. scene-- . . . a bull session; tne
an pljrt with a knife and fork. had said the same thing about .the
If someone intends never to develop, Nazi government, has he? Where
. speaker a well known senior; Said he,
."Isn't'
manners, he shouldn't kick, for he then, I ask, has the democratic ideal
it funny that the universe could produce a
can't always choose his company. He' of freedom of speech Seen infringed
'
. silver haired apostle of culture like Prexy and
' r,
should get used to having others see upon?
a
blackguard like Hitler, and in
his 'methods.
Very sincerely,
"
the
same age." Some one had the good sense
We have the administration's perBetty Steiner
'
mission to start coed eating on a small
,
Ellen Vaugh ,
,
to answer, sarcastically "Very funny".
I

al-wa- ys
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And we'll hear more from the Y.W.C.A.'
too, who broke the ice last evening by enter'
"taining freshman and upperclass girls in BaF"
-- cock basement.

'

d

anti-biliou-

"By

house-warmin- g.

bating Plan;
Letters Suggest Co-eComment on Recent Voice Editorial

.

--

Ninth section has a novel idea for a
During the intermission of the dance
they are holding
in their new home
for their dates and the dance chaperones.
They are inviting some freshmen too, to share
in the toasting of the new hearth. '

dog-eat-do- g

...

...

--

nt

This same Leacock has written a mournful tale about Gertrude the
It's a melancholy yarn, full of sadness and tragedy, and poignant
enough to bring tears from tht most granite of hearts. "Gertrude
enci McFiggin," he begins, "had, known neither father nor mother. They
had bodj died several years before she was born. Yet Gertrude cherished the
memory of her parents. On her breast the girl wore a locket in which was
enshrined a miniature of her" mother, while down her neck inside at the
back hung a daguerreotype of her father, She carried a portrait of her
grandmother up her sleeve' and had pictures of her cousins tucked inside
her boot; while beneath her but enough, quite enough
J. B.

'

as it was at home'
A new religion has
developed in the hearts of men and
it is hand cut and contrary. Its basis
is simply survival of the fittest in a
fashion.
To me it is a forewarning of the
coming decade when this attitude will
be spread throughout the land continually gaining momentum as the
number of men discharged into civilian life increases.

The

night.Thefirst '

ALL COLLEGE will be held in the gym. Get
your dates now! A tip to freshman men if
you've an inkling toward some upper class
gal, don't hesitate to ask her for a date she
might accept with pleasure.

is sadly neglected.

",

--

Governess.

But - Saturday, - that's " the

I feel that religion

war-scar-

would eem.-Na- y,
even Death- himself has not escaped. Max Adler, the famous obituary poet of the latter
half of the nineteenth century, took glee in poking fun at the Grim Reaper
'
with such tombstone ditties as:
Four doctors tackled Johnny Smith
They blistered and they bled him;
;
With squills and
s
pills
,
And ipecac, they fed him.
.
They stirred him up with calomel,
And tried to move his liver;
,
But all in vain his little soul ; Was wafted o'er the river;

.

Second, on the other hand, tending toward
the rustic, will take their horses, freshmen
and dtftes all the way down that bumpy road to
Highland park. Twinkling stars, firelight, and
."Once again the bonds of friendship" will
make for a perfect evening, as perfect as cpuld
be expected without this year's widowsT" '

us--

.

in-cide-

serve as refreshments.

-

We are not in the haberdashery
business, but we. shall give you a few'
inside tips on the latest drapes, etc.
The use of B. L. D. B.'s (Before

I

--

,

..."

J.ESaVM

.

with hay I presume. Sixth section (tractors)
is going to a little cabin in the country where
things will be peaceful while they serve cidep
and doughnuts, and by the light and heat of
a fire they will sing and toast marshmallows.
Just to be original, Sixth won't steal apples to

nt

,

jt

Immediately following the fire comes the
embarkment of two hay wagon parties, one
with horses,, and one. with. tractor, and both

d,

drapes

NjihingJA-allacred-to-the4iumoristr-

"Don't miss it.

Then suddenly the routing is interrupted by a furlough which is followed by the fourth stage complete
submission to the leaden hand of
militarism. From here on the soldier
reverts to his only solace "someday,
well there's no place like home."
Soldiers are the happiest of unhappy men, and the proudest of those
who are discouraged. They are always
,
provided with numerous laughs
ually at a buddy's expense, and he
never fails to have a "helluva time"
arm
regardless of how superficial it may
By ARTHUR J. SAALFIELD, JR.
be. The mere fact that the uniform
The life of an infantryman - is of the good !' U, S, army Is on their
unique, ''and while monotonous is un- backs keeps their heads raised through
predictable. By the latter I mean there "hell and high water" and such in-- "
is no average day. Reveille, payday, fantrymen get their undiluted share
care of ordnance and equipment, and of it.
special details are the only factors
In spite of the army's attempt to
that can be predetermined. They are keep
the spiritual above the earthly,
Editor's Note: Pvt. Art Saal-fielx'42, stationed at Camp
Shelby, Miss., left school last
January to join the U. S. Army.
While in Wooster he was presi--'deof Douglass hall, secretary
of the Y.M.C.A., and member of
.the Student Senate. This is the
first in a series of three articles
to be written on camp life. In an
note, the author
. introductory
writes of. his sitting in a gravel pit
struggling with pen and paper.
" "The situation is tactical so I
have to write with my equipment
on . . . gas mask slung under my

ers

by-the-xheeHead'--

and music by the band, chats by Prexy and
the coach, and the flickering firelight withal.

Pvt. Art Saaliield, x'42. Begins
Articles on LHe in U. S. Army Camp

.

.

SCHOLARSHIP

-
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Senale Amendments

a6hr:

OFFERED BY HAMILTON
COLLEGE IS OfeNno
THE
ALL MEN IN AMERICA
NAA'.E OF LEAVENWORTH

A.CP.

Day Brogues) is obnoxiously
By LES GIBIAN
prevalent on our campus. B. L. D. B.'s
,
Benny Goodman opened at the are any brogues, "saddles" exclusive
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., with colors contrasting with white.
'
on Thursday, Sept. 11, to a capacity Llms " SC"Ctly rural' ana " 1S an
on tne campuses.
crowd. He has a "new ocirl- - o I nearQ OI P
Belted back shoulders of hip pocket
Peggy Lee, replacing Helen Forrest.
length
were voguish in the time of the
Reports have it that she sounded very
good, and, with,. a little more expe-Jat- e
Jonn Dillinger. Today's fashions
ca
or h'ghly padded clavicles with
rience, should fit in excellently with
a
P'ain bac sweeping two. inches be- the combination. Sid Catlett is now
gluteal maximus. (See C. B.
fixed permanently in the combination. lw
Munson
for translation of the last
Fletcher Henderson finished a very
terrr.)
successful engagement at the Rose- land Ballroom, New York City, Thurs.
Drapes, though obviously and whol- day, Sept. 11. He plays many of the ly neglected by an overwhelming por- s a m e arrangements as Goodman tion of our male contingency, should
(since Fletch arranged for him for be cut at approximately 26 and 17
quite a while) but, of course, his inches respectively. We will give a
band sounds like a colored band rath- - surprise prize to the first "Jack" to
er than a paleface crew.
be seen at an All College dance with
Speaking of colored bands, Lucky his drapes cut at 40 and 12 inches
Millinder's combination at the Savoy equipped with oiled zippers,
drew quite a bit of comment. They
In conclusion we should like to an- have all the spark that one would nounce that Wednesday, Oct. 15, will
expect from a colored band plus a be Wooster Shoulder's Day. The gals
good deal of musicianship and tech- - shall wear their shoulders, and the
nique. The house band at the Savoy boys will step out in shoulders and
(Savoy Sultans) is also well worth sharp, knitty cravats,
listening to. Their piano man, Cyril
Look for us every week, and we
Haynes, is an artist who in our opin- - shall give you the latest. Write us
ion, ranks on a par with Teddy Wilson concerning your problems, and we
both as a technician and a stylist.
shall answer you through this column.
.

All-Colle- ge

A5CO

shoulders

of JVofe

men, these bonfires are loads of fun and really
....inspiring, what

0

to-b- e

Ait air s

less hid-

have been persuaded to collect debris and build
a big potential bonfire. Confidentially, fresh-

YEAR.

This , is the first and possibly the
last in a series of articles on how to
get along in college and how
a
"Joe" or "Josephine." Joe is also
referred to as a "Draned Tarlc'" Fnr
purposes of clarity in understanding
this jargon, we must acquaint you with
our banter.

.

THEIR HEADS'SHAVED

A HIGH POLISH, AND ARE NOT
PERMITTED TO USE THE DOORS IN
ENTERING CAMPUS BUILDINGS '
DURING THEIR ENTIRE FIRST

MEN
ONLY

.

Respectfully,

T!R

TO HAVE

FOR

coats
trousers
brogues shoes
hose socks
cravats ties
knitties--k- nit
ties
lifts suspenders

The

The propaganda department is right on the
ball the seasons first "pep rally" is this Friday night. The freshman boys, the darlings,,

L?RE5HWEN AT THE UNIVERSfTY
OF HOLLAND ARE REQUIRED
TO

'Twas the press exercising its

TJnce"tKe"y
re flesh
And now they are bronze.

,

music and literature, although I think there is
nothing like a good ear wiggle.

,

t-

,'

,

'

!(

-

t

:

..

begms with a dinner given by the Freshman
Forum to honor our newcomers. Hundreds of

den talent among the younger set will provide entertainment. I imagine that the above
"talent" will be confined to the categories of

i .
B
tandj wrWinnie were Titans,
Frankie
. , .,
i
i
They Parted mld nflashes
oft light;
t
Ti
l j a bush
l t on Mt.
inev remembered
Horeb
-

mad social whirl

week-end'- s

silent halls, with merry laughter.

WjfciJ-f-Uase- -

Lend.
nce
7 were ne8h
now
are bronze.
Ani

CARTER

are at this very moment (if you
read your Voices promptly) filling Babcock's

They dabbled in Man and his essence;
.They lingered on epochs and Time.
Once they were- - flesh ''.
1 .
And now they are bronze,

But

TINK- -

freshmen

lime;

.

'

.

Tonight the

,

Frankie and Winnie were Titans.
Their words were both bold and sub- -

Open Letter to

All we ask, Chief Yost, is that these motor'
ists, both local and transient, be reminded in
whatever manner you see fit that there is still
a college on the hill.
No accident has occurred in the last few
years but it is necessary that ever increasing
precautions be taken so another 1937 incident

4

By

They talked about cosmic upheavals;
They mentioned the lands and the seas.
Once they were flesh
And now they are bronze.

...

.

fo3

Ti
at their kneer,

World

meetingyittilegates of
'ri J2lbt-!h- e
fate, Winston and Franklin. There
was a cosmic hush and the world
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
strained forward to catch those words.
- Barbara Haaa, Betty Hallock, Margaret Stewart, Ruth Twitch',
Would he say,' "Mr. Churchill, I pre- til. Dave Thompson, Carroll Reed, Phyllis Van Duter,
,
,,
,
Margaret Murmnest,
Jane Needham, George Koch.
You re looking well,
sume? , or
I
w.
j andj
l o wt
Winston , or what?
We waited,
,
,
,
.
men we reaa aouut u, we saw it in
the newsreels, we heard it interpreted
and the result Eight Points! How
with
can anyone
a tremor on his lips? The poet has
been betrayed. The actor has been
Only a miracle has prevented fewer people
cheated. The high school student now
from being killed on Beall Avenue in the last
has 22 points to memorize. '
few years. No doubt Wooster has traffic reg'
Here was responsibility being
shirked. Our sensitive souls cried out;
ulations, but we college students never see
we must have a Word. A Word that
them enforced in our part of town.
will be whistled in the factories, sung
' Almost every townsperson and member of
in the shower, and blared from under
the administration, and faculty will remember
the hood of the latest model automobile.
We have undertaken the task
that fateful day in the spring of 1937 when
with
feeling of awe and reverence
a
a freshman girl was mercilessly crushed be'
and a full knowledge of the responsibilneath the wheels of an onrushing vehicle on
ity which is ours. Perhaps the correct
upper Beall Ave. No. rule' of law can help save
moment has yet to come when somelives if not enforced.
,
one will rise to the occasion and utter
whicTi will preserve our heritage,
that
We students who make our homes in Woos-te-r
But once already have our leaders
for nine months each year believe we are
failed usl We cannot again permit
entitled to a little protection. Every girl in
such memorable deeds to suffer the
Babcock, Holden, Korner, Colonial, and Miller
fate of being recorded only in the
dull pages of textbooks, when
cold,
of
thoughtlessness
the
Manor will testify to
they should be lodged in the hearts of
motorists wno use the thoroughfare, mainly as
men. And so, with a bow to postera speedway.
ity
sayp-'EightPoint-

CP. MEMOS from
the DATE BOOK

A.

AND ON THE LEFT IS
PAINTING OF THE U.OF THE
CF NEW YORK..' THIS SCHOOL HAS
.NEITHER CAMPUS NOR FACULTY
MDR STUDENTS.
IT CONSISTS EN
TIRELY OF A WARD OF REGENTS
WO AWAIN15TER THE STATE'S
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.'

to be satisfied with such meagre fare. Frankie and Winnie were Titans.
We trembled with patriotic fervor They spoke of their place among men;
as our keen senses detected the per- - They modestly glanced down and
laughed;
feet setting for such a line's glorious

Dorothy Rickirdi, Grace Ohli.
Martha Stark, Gordon Gray .

Haines Reichel,

--

.

Frankie and Winnie were Titans,
They shivered the earth where they

'

Robert G. Wilder.

.
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' Woosfer Faces Heavy Falcon Eleven

Honorable Mention Gives In Season Opener at Bowling Green Frosh Gridders
Wooster Colorful Talent
Serve as Fodder
By

Strengthen Scot Lineup;
Honor Kate, Ditch, Hoge
The Wooster team that" trots on
the eld against Bowling Green two
days hence will be as colorful an array of pigskinners as has ever been
collected here at dear old Wooster.
Three gentlemen, Kid Kate, Art Hoge
and Harry Ditch received
recognition last autumn and this

publicity,

V

.

ex-Rittm- an

riV

4

i

I

lv:

j

i

Rating honorable mention on the- - All Conference team for last season,
for their senior year.
Kate, Ditch, and Hoge return To the Wooster line-uBig things are expected of these three huskies who hold down three key
(Voice photo).
positions.
if the wind had not been against him
might have landed in Montreal. An
injured knee handicapped Kate during the tail end of last season but it
is mended, so Kate is another husky
who will see plenty of action this year.
Mike Horvath, stocky guard, is another sprig of color in the local lineup. Mansfield claims Mike as a native
and it was here that he captained the
high school eleven and gained
honors: Mike promises to fill
the shoes of George Popa who was
.

all-Oh- io

Altmcj,

co-eapta-

-

-
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Last reports from the Gym office is
that it looks almost impossible for the Meyer Gives New Course
open date of Oct. 4 to be filled. Since
The mathematics department an
Gettysburg found it impossible to fulfill their scheduled game here on that nounces , the new freshman math
course, Fundamentals in Mathematics
"oSteTlhTliithletfce
This course will be under the instruct
who
schools
few
hot on the trail of a
tion of Mr. Meyer and should prove
date's.
supposed
to have open
were
anyexceptionally neiptui tor those stuNo connections that amounted to
thing were found, so that just throws dents who need more background to
proceed with college mathematics
the home opener three weeks away
Day
Homecoming
at that.

Westhafer Plans Meeting

Wooster Theatre
Thursday

Dean Wm, R..Westhafer is planning
meeting of altphysicsr
the near future. New plans for varied

'.

i

John Barrymore
Francis Farmer

WEITZE

,

i

with the purchase of a bottle of

Coach Bob Wittaker talks things over with his fast stepping back and captain,
Ed Wellner. 'Coach ,Wttaker opens his college career, when the Wooster
Scots meet his Bowling Green squad Saturday. .
power. Last year's captain, Steve Brud.
zinski, seems to be Bowling Green's
main loss from graduation. Big Brud-zinswas no "passing fancy" as far
as Wooster was concerned for it was
his fancy passing that enabled the
Orange and Brown to whip Wooster
26 to 14 last year.

Only one member of out oppon-t- o
ents' team has transferred
the
army. He is Winston Park, a senior
quarterback from Flint, Mich. Twelve
lettermen have returned from last
year's squad which won three games
and lost four. The squad of 38 is

named on a mythical Southern
Conterence team.
- Coach Bob Whittaker is a newcomer to Wooster fans. Whittaker
took oyer the coaching helm at Bowling Green when. Harry Ockerman was
elevated to athletic director. Their
present tutor previously coached at
bandusky high school where Over
period of 11 years his teams won
88 out of 110 games and five of his
elevens were undefeated. Paul Brown,
present Ohio State coach and Whittaker were teammates during college
6'
football days at Miami U.

DO YOU NEED MONEY?

"It Pays to Look Well" See

We are now appointing our college
agents for 1940-194Very profitable
work. Apply at once. State
spare-tim- e
class and activities. Dept. C.N., Marlboro Co., 102 Fulton St., New York
City. Adv.

Taliaferro, your barber

ki

'
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The Boys Goodbye"

with Don Ameche

FREEDLANDER'S

I

Quink
CLEANS

ff

PEN

We might have known that such a swell offer would
soon exhaust retailers' supplies, but we didn't dream
it would happen so fast. If you don't find any left at the
first store, try a second. But act without delay, to
And when you fill your pen with Parker Qutni, be
sure to try it without a blatter. See how fast it dries
ON PAPER 3 1 quicker than average of 4 others.
And see how beautifully your pen works a Parker or
ANY OTHER. For Quink contains a secret agent that
dissolves deposits left by
inks. That's
really why we created Quj'nJt to guard pens from
sediment and gum that stop the flow.
Quink will help keep your pen in your hands and
out of repair shops.
To induce you to try it, we are giving Disney! Song
Book FREE when you buy Quin for 15 cents. Better
clip out this announcement as a reminder. It's probably your last chance.
The Parker Pen Company, Janesville, Wisconsin.
be-saf-e.
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BRILLIANT
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Look Out For Mr.Storic
Coaey Junio
Baby Mine
I've Seen Everything
Song of the Roustabouts
and 94 other Favorite by
these and other authors.
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Agent,' Ray" Hudson,' Ken. 6
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The Pen with the smart Arrow
MilitaryClip and the
Lubricated Point that won't wear
scratchy in a lifetime I
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Dry Cleaning Co.
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NEWEST SPORTSWEAR
For Fall and Winter

"Flying Blind"
with Richard Arlen

FUR MITTENS, SCARFS,
HANDKERCHIEFS

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Sept. 28 - Oct. 1.
At Slightly Advanced Prices

Full Line of Latest
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Just Two Blocks Off Campus
564 Stibbs St.
Phone 1287--

of only 15
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uniform.
The concensus of opinion is that
the freshmen are bigger this year
than they have been for several years.
So far the freshmen have shown plenty of resistance to varsity plays. The

Seng,

--

CURZON FERRIS,
v.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 27 Bowling Green, there
Oct. 4 Open
Oct. 11 Denison, there
Oct. 18 Case, here
Oct. 2 J Muskingum, there
Nov. 1 Mt. Union, here
Nov 8 Oberlin, here
Nov. 15 Wittenberg, here
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The freshman team is composed of
players of all sizes, shapes and degrees
of experience from high school stars
to boys who never donned a football

majors-withir- ri-

yearly projects will be made
time.

Sept. 25

"World.Premiere"
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If yoil prefer the long dickey,
you'll find that too on First
Floor FREEDLANDERS in
White and Pastels. And what
about a change to lace for that
dark silk hanging" in your clos-

s

r,

,

urday.
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Your Lasff Ghancc

Slow Stride With
Baseball League

4.

sweater! Short and refreshing
with cuffs to finish off sweater
sleeves in true Mademoiselle

-

Ko-vac-

Pro Fooiball Runs

.

A
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ter, Dillon, Fry, Hill, Holleran,
Miller, Murray, McQeaVe, Ren-neRobertson,
Rudedge, 'Secrest,
Simpsom, Lykos, Wagoner, Weimer,
Whilding, and Kinnich. Five or six
from this squad have shown exceptional ability and are priming for varsity berths in the coming year.

team will be carefully watched by
Coach Johnny Swigart so he can see
which boys will prove useful in coming years.

r-rated

for your last year's

--

re

man-sophomo-

Last Monday 27 hopefuls answered
Mose Hole's call for freshman gridders. As usual the freshman team will
be taught the enemy plays by Coach
Mose Hole,,, Wooster scout, so that the
frosh can give the varsity an idea of
what kind of an offense and defense
they will be facing on the coming Sat-

j

unde-

pick-u- p

fj
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The freshmen will practice four
days
wek and if enough" interest
is shown the second annual fresh
game may be staged
after the regular season is completed
This year's squad includes: Cooper,
Kennedy, Johnson, Hunter, Boyer,
O'Connell, Cannwell, Chestnut, Car

Daily Drills Find Frosh
Heavy and Anxious to
Undergo Rugged Pace

in

,

Jiffy Dickey

200 pounds.

as smooth a blocking guard as this
institution has seen perform fdr many
years.
Another boy who promises to develop into a. college star is Roger
Stoneburner. "Stoney" is another
Wooster High General, a former
by the way, who has come
up the hall and has continued to make
good.
'.

ft

Ready in a Jiffy with a

average

p

By ED FISHER
The National Professional Football
League is trying to gain an equal
place in the sports world with the
major, baseball leagues, but they haven't made many strides this year. .The
"paid post grads" are "going to have
to do some franchise shifting if they
Sports Editor
HAL STREEPER
lmjr
want to keep their league intact. With
.
t Kfl .f
f
nttsDurgn
ani Philadelphia coming
up with poor teams year in and year out
Maybe it's the weather maybe it's figure. But here's hoping for more
a transfer of one of them to Boston
just an off week. Maybe we expect than football's sake that the Scots will might make a change. The New Eng
Bowling Green with their
something a lot different. But anyhow, push on to
land city has always been a hot bed
and fight. We still havenatural
spirit
somewhere, something is wrong. The
for footbal fans.
n't given up hope for a successful seainspired team that this column-s- o
John Kernan, the New York Times
would like to see
proudly praised last week has sudden- son, but we sure
ace columnist, feels that the staggered
old vim and vigor whitewash this
ly turned into a gloomy ackward ma- that
opening schedule is a big mistake
first game.
chine. Just when the Scot batteries
Here we quote from Mr. Kernan's col
should have their big guns trained on
umn.
One disappointing thing this year
the Bowling Green; camps, the squad
Six ditterent starting dates to get
is' the fact that we will have to wait
(with a couple exceptions) appears
the ten clubs of the National Football
18 for our first glimpse of
spunkless. It goes without saying that until Oct.
League under way. Commissioner Elflying pigskin. Never let it be said
the
the Falcons might have a greatly
mer Layden, the ' Thin Man from
there is any lack of spirit or team
that
Notre JDamejpll have to bring a iittle
team. Just thisthing hapfollowers Need we but Call baclrmeffli
pened when the Falcons came here
order out of the confusipn when he
ories-oa certain night last basketball getTdown to workTThe Pittsburgh
"tobur battleground lasTyeaFonTDad's seasonf somewhere
and
down around MusDay and sunk the mighty Scots to the
Cleveland clubs opened their season in
kingum? Already there are plenty of
Akron too. That isn't big league
tune of
kids trying to find ways and means of
stuff."
is
causing "this 'early "seaWhatever"
seeing the opener on Saturday. This
Due
the'terrific
to
number of orders
will
be
probably
hard to is plenty fine in our way of looking
son letdown
for World Series tickets, the Dodgers
at things. For those who can't possibly were forced to refuse
any more applimake the trip it might be the most
cations soon after they had opened
you could do to .get our your leather
their offices. The .rush resulted despite
lungs and add your spirit at the pep
the fact that McPhail slapped a 25
rally on Friday evening. Let's give the
cent service charge on all orders. We
boys a. hot send off, and try to do
hope the Flatbush front office sees to
bur part in getting back that old it that the loyal Dodger
fans get the
Wooster punch.
.
'
duckets and not the scalpers.
26-1-

will

This will be as heavy a line as the
Black and Gold will be forced to face
during the coming season; for it
seems that the price of beef has gone
up in the collegiate circles because of
defense jobs, army and othfir reasons.
However the Maginot Line was
cracked and Wall Street fell in '29,
both seemingly impregnable walls, so
let's take a further gander for predictions which might prove vital in Saturday's struggle. When totaled and divided by four, both backfields will
average 170 pounds 6f veteran man- -

ce

trio is expected to serve as mainstays on this year's outfit.
Captain "Hotsy" Ditch will do the
bulwark of leather lugging and, as
sure as it rains every formal, the
flash wil do plenty of scoring t during the coming eight weeks.
Last year a prominent football official after watching him in action, said
that Harry Ditch was good enough to
play on any' team 'in Ohio. It's not
often that whistle-tooter- s
dish out such
compliments and they generally know
what they are talking about.
Art Hoge is not the spectacular type
of lineman but ask anybody who plays
against him and they will tell you that
he is plenty hard to move around.
"Kid" Karl Kate will handle most of
the kicking and passing, two departments, which can make or break any
team,
Last year Kate played a defensive
end and switched to the back-fiel- d
when the Scots took the ' offensive. It was in the Case game last
year that the "Kid"- - tackled everything
in sight and got off several kicks that,

resh-ma-

The role of giant killers seems 'to
be in store for, Swigart's Scotchmen
when they square off with Bowling
Green's Falcons this coming Saturday.
Our forward wall will average around
184 pounds while our opponents have'
a line which, according to advanced

Horvath and Stoneburner

All-Conferen-

of 23 sophomores, eighty
n
juniors, and seven seniors. The f
squad last year was hailed as the
best freshman team in the history of
the school, so as sophomores this year
these men seem to be the dominating
factors in the teams success. Captain
Ed Wellner is the fastest stepping back
in Bowling Green's lineup and, in
spite of the fact that he weighs a scant
170 pounds, will bear plenty of watching. As a track star for B. G. last
season he won six events in a dual
meet against Findlay which seems to
be ample proof that he is speedy.
Stan Yoder, a transfer fullback from
Davidson College, South Carolina, is
the only injury the squad has suffered
to date. Yoder will probably not see
action Saturday, but his ability will
be counted on heavily for the remaining games. Last year at Davidson he
composed

JOHN STRANAHAN

h,

No matter what pen you may happen
to be shown first, don't make the mistake of making a purchase until you
have seen and tried the, Parker Vacu-mat- ic
there is nothing else like it
This is largely due to the Parker
Laboratories, staffed by able scientists
in physical metaJ vgy, chem)"try, engi- neering. No other
we know
attempts the research and development
that go on daily here.

Today, in the world of science, it is
known that Parker achievements mark

the march in Pen progress.

Known far and wide as THE

'
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'

JEWELS of PENDOM, Parker Pens
and matched Pen and Pencil Sets are
the choice of 50 million people.
So remember, don't buy until you try
Parker. Parker's Blue Diamond is a Life
DiUiili.OJS
Guarantee Contract makes pens so
JsjssWfIs0W
yMafat(iaM.)w
marked cost less than the poorest.
The Parker Pen Co., New York, Chicago,
Ban Francisco. Factories at Janesville,

pen-mak- er

14 K Gold hint
is utterly different, finer-te- c
tared end much less brittle1
than ordinary 14 K Gold.
T-P- erfceKt

r

principle and the easiest of all
to operate make room for
about a third more ink than the
, average of three well- - known
e
pens, and subetantially
more than any one of them.

,
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Dresses "and Jackets
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Osmirldium, developed under

the direction of Dr. Robert
Pickus, chief Parker metallurgist, fonner instructor of met
allurgy at Yale University.
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MRS. EARL A. SNYDER, Representative
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Thursday, September 25, 1941

Four

Fund For
Library Books

$120

Of Voice

Anauta in a
Oct. 1
"Story of Arctic Life."
Thursday, Oct, 2 Pres. Wishart.- -

1 '

its

Prizes For Essay

Future

On College's

- Oct. 16, 17, . 18, and 19 are the
dates for the 73th celebration ' of the
founding of Wooster College, which
is expected to set the ' campus ablaze.
"Wooster Faces Tomorrow" is the
name of the essay contest extended to
the alumni. The manuscripts are to be
sent to the Alumni Office not later
than Oct. 10, for the prizes will be
presented during the 73th celebration
at Homecoming.
Five prizes are to be awarded: First,
50; second, $25; third, fourth, and
fifth, 10 each; and honorable mention to five other contributors.
Fred Eastman, '08; Howard F. Low-r'23; Frederick W. Moore, '14; Warren P. Spencer, '19, will judge the
compositions.
There will be many attractions to
lure the alumni from far and wide:
the return of famous alumni, dinners,
football, plays, speeches, and music.

e,

Betty Dodds,--41
Wins 2nd Prize

"Aims

And Ideals" in jroup

PHOTOGRAPHY

Philip
"

C. Good,

81? O.UINBY AVENUE

Betty Dodds, '41, Wooster graduate,
was the second winner in Vogue Magazine's "Prix de Paris" contest, and
is now working on the staff of Vogue,
while her article "All Ashore that's
Going Ashore" was published in the
recent college edition of the magazine.

At Wooster
writer

tor

Betty was a feature
the Voi'", assistant editor

for the 'Index, and

president of

was

the girls' Pembroke literary society.
oT the
Last year Betty was
Color Day play, "Persian Nights".
--

co-wri't-

Frosh

Schedule in Cleveland

Lytle, toastmaster.

"The Place of Religion on. the
Prof. Emerson Miller will attend a
will be the subject of the conference in Cleveland either next
Freshman forum meeting, Sunday at week or the week following for the
9:45 a.m.. in lower Kauke. After short purpose of selecting a debate question
talks by Professors Schreiber, Hutchin- and arranging the schedule for the
son, and Eberhart, Don Meisel, studebates for the coming
dent chairman of the Forum, will lead yearthe discussion. Priscilla Whittaker will
The conference will be made up of
lead in devotions.
.
representatives from Ohio Wesleyan,

Campus,"

inter-collegia-

n,

.

J-Clvek-

.,

nd.

.;.U

v

.v

Tvelyn-Carnran-

-

.',

.

Oberlin, Western Reserve, Allegheny,
and Wooster.
-

ter, student, White Cross Hospital,
Columbus; Eleanor Greata, student,
Philadelphia; Mary Elizabeth Johnston, teacher, East Canton high; Mary
Kalkas, teacher, Chester high school,
R. F. D. Wooster; Mel Lytle, student,
University of Pittsburgh.
Eunice Maclnnis, teacher, Spencer
high school, Spencer, O.; Betty Martin, student, Frances Payne Bolton
School of Nursing, Cleveland; Drusilla
May, student, Simmons college, Boston; Evelyn Mowry, teacher, Greens-burgParry, teacher Sig;

h,

O.;-Nin-

.

a-

"

nairO:

e

high school, Millersburg,

O.;

Betty

Dodds, Vogue; Beth DufField, Rath-rin- e
Gibbs school, N.Y.C.; Edna Eas-tostudent, Simmons college, Boston;
Margaret Ellis, student, Columbia
Teachers college; Florence Edgerton,
teacher, Dennison, Ohio, junior high.
Alice Forman, case historian, New
Jersey State Hospital; Ruth Gensbig-ler- ,
student, University of Pittsburgh
Lucille Grafton, student, Yale Univer-sitSchool of Nursing; Harriet Fos- n,

is headquarters for

te

-

student, Uni
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FARM

necklines, some with pockets. These are the blouses
you like to wear every day:

BETTER BLOUSES

.

.

2.25 to

4.00

DAIRIES

Katherine

Sommerlatte,
graduate
student, Yale university; Hester Stalker, student, Presbyterian .Hospital, N.
Y. C; Dorothy Valpy, student, Pough-keepsi- e

25x

'

Institute; Mary

hot-dog-

et
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Band Chooses Officers,
Starts Weekly Meetings
Stanley Davis, director, led, the
band in its first meeting Tuesday,
Sept. 23, in the basement of Kauke
hall. Officers will be elected next week
and meetings will be on Monday from
7 p.m. to 9. Marching practice will'
be held on Thursday from 4 p.m. to

This year the "Y" intends to have
Wilder expressed enthusiasm as he 5:30 p.m.
freshman members meet with the
greeted the freshmen, and emphasized
Following last year's example, lethis announcement and pledge for a
after three initial
ters and pins will be given for reg'
revitalized Voice.
ular attendance at rehearsals. Mr.
Davis believes that there are still many
potential musicians in the freshman
class who did not attend Tuesday's
session. He urges them to come out
next'Monday, Sept. 29, and become a
By RALPH CRIDER
Few, if any of us will ever expe- Miss Dunham was in Chicago looking part of a "really great college band."
rience the thrill of pioneering. The for a job, a position in which all colfrontier seems far removed from our lege students find themselves sooner or
routine world. But to Aileen Dunham, later. She had no prospects whatever.
Wayne County
Wooster's dynamic and enthusiastic Only a. Ph.D. and a desire to teach
professor of history, it is a living history. A friend at the university suggested that she apply at the Clark
memory. And not a very old one
agency. Here mirabile dictu, she
either.
Most of Dr. Dunham's early years found a vacancy waiting for her at
Public Square and West Liberty
the College of Wooster. The need
were spent in the wilds of western
"Canada, where a land boom attracted there was so urgent, that Miss Dunher family from Columbia, Missouri. ham faced a first hour class the next
OFFICERS
This huge region was only sparsely morning without any preparation. A
E. C. LANDES, President
settled with Indians, Morman migrants terrifying thought for any new instructor.
from Utah, and
farmers
E. C. DIX,
from the plain states. With her uncle
Since coming to the hill she has
EDMUND SECREST,
as' a constant companion she made been abroad several times seeking
new
ROBERT R. WOODS, Cashier
long treks through the unexplored Al- material
for her classes. One entire
berta wilderness,, both on foot and in summer
W. G. GERLACH, Ass't Cashier
was spent scanning the art
a lumber wagon. She learned how to palaces of Italy and assimilating RoC. E. SHEARER, Ass't Cashier
angle for trout and how to handle a man culture.
horse in the best frontier style. Riding
THOMAS J. LANDES, Sec'y
To get the proper outlook o n
to the Board
and hiking are still her favorite diverAmerican methods oi teaching Miss
sions.
Dunham spent six summers auditing
DIRECTORS
Taught in Rural Schools
Shortly before the first World War various courses at, Wisconsin, StanDAVID TAGGART
began Miss Dunham enrolled in the ford, California, and Chicago. The
.
Trust Officer
'.University of Alberta, which was popularity of her courses substantiates
ROBERT R. WOODS
then the northernmost institution of her success. And moreover she really
Ass't Trust Officer
its kind in the world. While an under- enjoys her work, this at a time when
graduate there she taught for two most persons regard work as a drudg' WALTER C. JONES.
summers at rural schools. The pupils ery and necessary evil. As she puts
Ass't Trust Officer
at one of these remote places spoke it herself "My life has been more
and comprehended nothing but Ger- happy and interesting than that which
TRUST OFFICERS
man. This left their young teacher in falls
to most college professors."
quite a quandary, but in some way she
E. S. LANDES
managed to pull through the difficult
E. C. DIX
situation, and. still regards it as an
enjoyable and satisfying experience.
C. L. LANDES
After earning her master's degree at LATEST HITS ON RECORDS
DAVID A. TAGGART
Toronto, Aileen Dunham sought adGet Your Favorite Bands on
.
EDMUND SECREST
ditional laurels at the University of Victor, Columbia, Blue Bird, Okeh
London. Here she specialized in the
J.PliWlPApyE.RHpLX
RECpRDS-rMUSI.
history of - Western Canada," writing
PICTURE FRAMING
her doctor's thesis on that subject.
MEMBER
Later the thesis was expanded into a
full size book and was published.
The Hoffman Co.
Federal Deposit Insurance
Every vacation she found respite
' Corporation
Southeast Corner of Public Square
from the crowded Confusion and noisy
Federal Reserve System
excitement of the British capital by
visiting the homes of fellow students,
and getting an inside glimpse of their
IN YOUR LEISURE TIME DROP IN AT
everyday life and customs. She also
up-perclassm-

en

From Canadian Frontier to London

The

National Bank

land-hungr-

Vice-preside-

y
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nt

Vice-pre-
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made

excursions

and

to Belgium

France, which were then recovering
from the ravishes of war.
She Arrives in Wooster
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and LUNCH
East North Street

L'ateone January afternoon in 1924

F. H. HAMILTON

JEWELER
Watch, Clock,
215 E. Liberty

8C

High Heel or Low Heel Dress
Shoes of soft Suedes or
Kid si tin in Black
and Brown

The COLLIER PRINTING Co.

Jewelry Repairing

Phone

893-- L

Bever and North Streets

Phone 400

Printed and Engraved Stationery
L. C. Smith

'

s.

Wil-

cox, hostess and social secretary,
School of Nurimg Lakeside Hospital,
Cleveland;- - Martha . Wy lie, student,
Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing, Cleveland.-,- .

I

This Week For

Milk Shake

Luscious
s
and blazing bonfires will be part of the Y. M. C. A.'s
new plan to combine with the Y. W.
for 'numerous social occasions, the
first of which will be held in mid
October.

AMSTER'S Shoe Store Presents

Vegetable Soup
Egg Salad Sandwiches
.

"

'

.

WOOSTER

Tailored Rayon Blouses with Peter Pan and V

' "

Marian Roller, teacher, Independence, O.; Ruth Saylor, teacher, Brunswick, O.; Olive Seaboyer, drafting,
Babcock Wilcox Co., Barberton; Jean
Simmons, physical education instructor, Wassaic State Schol, .Wassaic,
New York; Marian Smith, Personnel dept., Owens-Illinoi- s
Glass Co.,
'
Streator, 111.

Business

COME IN TO

DtOUSES
0fl.29

Social Meetings

Freshmen reporting for the meeting
included: Betty Lou Dickens, Winona
Northrup, 1 John Kovach, Kenneth
Cohen, Marion Saunders, Virginia
Root, Florence Hansen, Bob Von
Thurn, Pat Kline, Norman Wright,
Olive McKenzie, Marjorie Page, Mar-garCraft, Helen Chandler, Dot Neff,
Chet Turner, Dick Cox, Betty Water-housand Mary Jane West.

Dr. Dunhanr Recounts Experiences

Annual

ticoj Va.; Robert Wilkinson, Travel
ers Insurance, Cleveland;' Fred Wil
liams, engineering dept., Hanna Coal
Applied- - Science.
Marvin Shie, student, Western Re Co., St. Clairsville, O.; William Woodserve School of Medicine; Montford land, research chemist, the Neville
Smith, graduate assistant, Ohio State Co., Pittsburgh; Earl Zeigler, Marine
Officers Training Corps.'
university; Paul Stewart,

Sho- p-

:

in

Texas; Frank Niuman, graduate stu'
dent, Syracuse university; Carmen
Prunetti, student, Nahnemann Medi
cal college, Philadelphia;
Rolland
Ratz, graduate student, University of
Pittsburgh.
.
Dan Remigio, U. S. Marines, Quan
tioo, Va.; Harry Robertson, Case
School o f Applied Science; John
Robinson, student, Western Reserve
Medical school; Jack Sharkey, assist
ant in physics dept., Case School of

r
"247Xiberty Street

--

Club Meets Sept. 29
"All Ashore That's Going Ashore"
describes a Europe in America. In our
The first meeting of the Freshman
own country are little corners which
have been made over into a bit of Forensic club will be held Monday,
Europe by settlers from the "Old Sept. 29, at 7 p.m. in Room 6 on the
World", and Betty tells of some of first floor of Taylor hall.
these which can add a continental
These meetings will be under the
touch to restricted traveling.
leadership of Prof. Emerson Miller
and will deal with the organization of
debates, panel and round table discussions and the procedures of parlia
Hold
mentary law.
;
Banquet
Babcock All men and women in the freshman class interested in speech work of
A banquet will be held tonight in any kind are urged to attend this first
Babcock hall by the Freshman forum meeting.
for all freshmen who have made reser- - begin - at Miller
vationsrThe- - banquet-wi- ll
Arranges Debate
5:45 p.m. under the direction of Bill

Graduates Get
Jobs; Over 35
Continue Studies

WOODS-Barbe-

Y's Combine on

1

Freshman Forensic

er'

Doris Bennett, desk assistant, Covversify of Pittsburgh; James Strana-han- ,
PHONE 1303-- R
Branch Library, Cleveland; Helentry
student, law school, University of
Bigger,
en
By Appointment Only
student, Columbia UniverPittsburgh.
, ,
School
sity
of Nursing; Dorothy Bless-maDick Wallace, U. S. Marines, Quan.
medical records librarian in the
graduate hospital, University of Penn.
sylvania; Chris Bryson, service repFOR YOUR PERSONALITY HAIRCUT Make It
Ohio Bell Telephone,
resentative,

PETE

Wooster has turned continental with
the arival of six new students, pictured
above. From left to right7Angel Werner, a linguistic Venzuelean; John
Anderton, a refugee brought' here by
H. W. Hoover; Miss Angelina Bar-tol- i,
a native of Paris who flew here
from French Indo China; Miss Lottie
Kornfeld, a Viennese, fleeing from a
Hitler dominated Austria; Miss Marie
Tubelis, the daughter of the former
prime minister of Lithuania; and
Young Soon Choy, a Korean who has
witnessed the closing of American
schools by the Japanese.
--

-

MODERN PORTRAIT

-

--

--

FOR THE FINEST IN

s,

;
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The SHACK

Directing the verbal barrages of
Wooster fans into "correct cheering
channels" is the responsibility this year
of Eugene Beem, Paul Churton, Virginia Clark, Ruth Kress, Marjorie
Rydstrom, and Ned Shreffler, newly
responsibilities were expected of them,
appointed varsity cheerleaders.
and the requirements and awards conAt
freshman apprentices
sequent of assuming .important staff
Marjorie McClure and Arlene Schroth
positions.
were appointed to lead the high school
Assignments were handed, out to all
rooters and the band plus pinch-hittin- g
freshmen, whose status now is that
for the "regulars."
'.
of a cub reporter, by staff associates
Judges. were Mr.- Stanley Davis,
Haines Reichel, Dorothy Rickards, Jerry Stryker, Bob
Wilder. BillLe-FevrGrace Ohki, Martha Stark, Gordon
and Bob Lessing.
Gray, and sports editor, Harold
Streeper.
the-tryout-

.

Oa Sunday Night

-

Judges Select New
Scot Cheerleaders

VOICE MEETING

y,

Students-Discus- s

-"

Reporters

Voice department heads will meet
in the Voice office in lower Kauke
at 5:45 a.m. Saturday, Sept. 27.
Reporters are asked to confer with
their department heads in the Voice
office at 10:30.

Varsity
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The Alumni Office is sponsoring
a contest tor a new colIeKe-onc- .c
was announced in the September issue
A throng of yearlings crowded the
of. the College of Wooster Bulletin.
Voice offices last Saturday afternoon,
If the contest is successful the song
in answer to editor R. G. Wilder's will' be introduced during the celebracall for freshman journalists. T he tion of the 75th anniversary.
Songs will be judged by members of
group showed promising talent with
six former high school editors, and the Department of. Music, and in' adfive former assistant editors report- dition to a place among Wooster immortals, the author or authors will reing.
ceive an honorarium. Entries must be
Talks by Editor Wilder and Manag- received in the Alumni Office by Oct.
ing Editor Eugene Murdock informed 10.
the aspiring journalists of the machinery of thfc Voice, what duties and

Jr.
Wednesday

"Should the college student have living aims and ideals," was the topic of
discussion as the Student Fellowship
group met at 9:45 a.m. Sunday in
Kauke social room. Jack Strang, president, announced that the theme for
the year will be "How does Christianity affect our personal lives?"
Gets New Courts A student forum for religious discussions, an organization which stress
A hard surface tennis court, directly es personalized Christianity, is
open
north of Kenarden lodge, has been
to all interested!
constructed for the use-- of the varsity
Next Sundaythe clubwiirdiscuss
tennis squad this spring. This court,
Christian."
"The seven-da- y
which measures 120 feet by 60 feet,
will be surrounded by
sixteen feet high.
The fencing- - on the north, south,
and west sides of the court will be
permanent, while on the east side there
will be temporary fencing This is because of a second court which will be
(Continued from Page 1)
constructed soon. Together the two
New York City; Paul Lamale, U. S,
courts will occupy 120 square feet.
Naval Reserve; Harold Limouze, in
structor, Concordia Collegiate insti
Club Conducts Song Fest tute, Bronxville, N. Y.; Donald Lusk,
For the initial meeting of the year Armored Force School Detachment,
the German club will meet in Taylor Fort Knox, Ky.; Wayne Lykes, teach'
hall, Sept. 29, at 7 p.m. for a song er, Roosevelt school, River Edge, N.J.;
fest in German by Martha Milburn, Verden McQueen, Air Corps; Dean
Mordhorst, student, Union Theological
a mi
w
t
If
vuguua wr
wiizier ana i toward cuaw
The club is open to any one inter- seminary.Mumaw, Ohio Edison Co.,
James
ested in German- language, songs and
Youngstown;
Hunt Myers, U. S. Air
Culture.
Corps, Randolph Field, San Antonio,
wire-fencin- g,

Alumni Sponsor
Song Comp&tition "

'

The Class of 1941 as its. memorial
to the College of Wooster has given

1

I

Freshman Hopefuls
.Swell the Ranks

Friday, Sept. 26 Pres.
Monday, Sept' 29 Mr. Davis, cello
'
, ,
music.
Tuesday, Sept. 30 James Anderson,

Committee Asks Purchase
Of Books 'on Orient and
South American History Alumni Offers Cash

books for the college library.
At I meeting of the senior class
held several days before commencement last June, the Senior Memorial
Committee under the chairmanship of
Jim Blackwood,' former president of
the Student Senate, recommended that
Miss Elizabeth BechteL librarian, be
given authority for "free and immediate disposal of the fund."
The committee further recommended that emphasis be placed oh purchase of books dealing with current
history in the Orient and South'
America. These books would be particularly useful in the new course offered by ' Dr. Clayton Ellsworth on
Latin American kitfnrv . ...
In early class meetings there was a
strong minority which favored giving
all of the class memorial to a "worthy cause." This question was argued
hotly, but was defeated when presented as a motion.
Alex Drysdale introduced a compromise measure ''that the difference
between the actual cost of the senior
dance, and the budgeted cost, be given to the World Student Service
Fund." The motion' passed and the
difference amounted to 50. Through
this agency money would go to students in Europe, in Canadian prison
camps, , and particularly to those students in China, This sum, however,
was not a part of the class memorial.

0

Six New Students Lend Cosmopolitan Air to Campus

,

Class '41 Gives

CHAPEL
Wishart,

-"-

T:t

and Corona
Portable Typewriters"

We service all makes of typewriters

